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WELCOME
INTRO BY FRANK SAEZ
Managing Director and Founder SMG Insight

Welcome to the 2019
edition of our SportsIndex
UK Buzz Report – the sixth
annual edition.
I am pleased to say that these days our Buzz Report has carved
out a place for itself in the industry calendar, as sports marketers,
rights-holders and agencies use it to see which properties have
performed well this year – and which need a bit more TLC.
But this may also be its final edition – at least in this form.
This year we have extended our SportsIndex service so that it
now covers 38 key markets across the world, giving our clients
the world’s only daily, global sports data service of its size.
With this new data, we are now able to provide international
comparisons of the world’s best leagues, events and teams and
our next Buzz Report may embrace the challenge of creating a
ranking that reflects the globalisation of our industry.
Meanwhile, please sit back and enjoy a whole year of data on us
– or at least a slice of it. There’s plenty more where it came from.
Regards
Frank Saez

“When you can get
same-day delivery,
why should you wait
six months for a data
insight?”

SportsIndex measures perceptions
of all major leagues and events in all
major markets – every day. True market
sizing and comprehensive fan profiling
is now a reality.
League perception

38 Countries

Fan profiling

30 Sports

Brand connections

200 Leagues and Events

Download our information
pack smg-insight.com/
sportsindex

2,000 Teams
10,000 Brands
1.4 million Surveys per Year
Custom Subscriber Questions
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ABOUT
SPORTSINDEX
SportsIndex is one of the signature capabilities of
YouGov Sport (SMG Insight). It takes a list of the
leading sports properties – from the FA Cup to the
NFL – and measures the public’s perceptions of them.
Every day, and for every property on our list, we measure 16 separate metrics,
providing a treasure chest of data for sports marketers and administrators.
SportsIndex gives our clients the capability to do everything from measuring
the effect of yesterday’s news headlines to establishing a season-on-season
trend stretching back years. This daily data can also be filtered by any
audience profiling factor including demographics and thousands of other
consumer and lifestyle attributes.
When combined with BrandIndex,
which measures perceptions of
1,400 UK consumer brands (and
more than 13,000 globally) and the
instant-access reporting of YouGov
Sport (SMG Insight), you have one of
the most powerful tools in the sports
world for informing strategy, finding
partners and reacting to events.

SportsIndex started life tracking
opinion in the UK but is now a service
that operates in 38 markets across
the world, tracking 200 key domestic
and international properties across
30 sports.
The service, which can be
subscribed to globally or on a
country-by-country basis, allows
users to drive sports strategies that
are informed by real-time data,
rather than the six-monthly or annual
polling which the industry had been
restricted to.
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METHODOLOGY
The 2019 SportsIndex UK Buzz Report
provides insight about all the sports events
we monitor against just one of the 16 metrics
we measure – ‘Buzz’.

WHAT’S A BUZZ SCORE?
Our Buzz score is the difference between the percentage of respondents
hearing positive news and the percentage hearing negative news about an
event in the previous two weeks. So, depending on what is going on, an event’s
Buzz score can be positive or negative. Here is a graph charting the Buzz
score for the FIFA World Cup over the past year which shows how a Buzz score
changes over time.

FIFA World Cup Buzz Score 2018
50.0
40.0
30.0

Every day, we ask people this question ...

“Over the PAST TWO WEEKS,
which of the following sporting
events have you heard something
positive/negative about?”

From the answers we collect, we
derive a Buzz score for each event.

20.0
10.0
0.0
-10.0
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Buzz scores can range from 100 (where everyone we asked has heard
something positive) to -100 (where everyone we asked has heard something
negative). A completely neutral score, therefore, would be zero. A score of
45 would mean that 45% more people were positive than negative about the
property.
For our Buzz score here, we use a four-week rolling average – which for those
not statistically minded, is a moving average score made up of adding the
daily scores each day for four weeks and dividing them by 28 (for the number
of days in four weeks). Using a rolling average considers an occasional oneday high or low score without over-stating its impact, thereby giving us a
more reliable view of the trend. Each daily data point is then comprised from a
sample size of 2,800.
In this publication, we report on ‘peak Buzz’ – that is to say, the highest (fourweek average) Buzz score each event or sports property recorded over the
calendar year of 2018.
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HEADLINES
FIFA World Cup finds its feet

The glamour of travel

A good tournament, notably for England, sees the FIFA World Cup
recover following a period of challenging relevations.

International and foreign properties dominate the top of our chart
this year. Domestic events/leagues make up just four of the ten
Buzziest properties.

Winter Olympics warms hearts
Other properties find it tough to compete with the Games in an
Olympic year – even when Team GB medals aren’t as abundant.

Scarcity drives interest
Properties which only come around once every couple of years or
longer more than hold their own against annual events or leagues.

Golden generation
The performance of England’s next generation of footballers at the
World Cup sees a record high for Buzz around the team.

All change
Six of our top ten weren’t there last year.
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TOP 20 PEAK BUZZ RANKINGS
RANKINGS
2018 2017

PEAK
BUZZ
2018

EVENT

RANKINGS
2018 2017

PEAK
BUZZ
2018

EVENT

1

56

FIFA World Cup

42.5

11

7

The FA Cup

12.3

2

55

Winter Olympic Games

37.6

12

17

UEFA Champions League

12.1

3

1

Wimbledon Championships

31.2

13

12

English Premier League

11.9

4

35

England National Football Team

30.7

14

8

Australian Open

11.5

5

36

Commonwealth Games

27.8

15

16

Queen’s Championship

10.4

6

2

Six Nations Rugby Championship

25.4

16

38

European Athletics Championships

10.2

7

4

Tour de France

21.2

17

13

French Open

9.6

8

52

The Ryder Cup

19.1

18

19

England T20 Cricket

8.9

9

5

England Test Cricket

15.6

19

20

The Open Championship

8.9

10

14

Formula 1 British Grand Prix

13.8

20

18

US Masters Golf

8.3
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1 Jan - 31 Dec 2017
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OUR TOP TEN EVENTS
Let’s see who is new in our top ten for 2018
– and take a look at those who they bumped out
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CHANGES
IN FOR 2018
RANKINGS
2018 2017

EVENT

OUT FOR 2018
RANKINGS
2018 2017

EVENT

1

56

FIFA World Cup

11

7

The FA Cup

2

55

Winter Olympic Games

14

8

Australian Open

4

35

England National Football Team

25

9

Summer Paralympic Games

5

36

Commonwealth Games

43

3

British and Irish Rugby Lions Tour

8

52

Ryder Cup

53

6

IAAF World Athletics Championships

10

14

Formula 1 British Grand Prix

NO LONGER
TRACKED ON A
DAILY BASIS

10

World Snooker Championships
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UK BUZZ – OUR TOP TEN
42.5
37.6

36.6

31.2

30.7

27.8

25.4

28.0

21.2

20.1

19.1

15.6 16.5

13.8
10.6

1.9

2.2

4.0

4.0

Peak Buzz 2018

2.6

Peak Buzz 2017
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LEADING THE BOARD
1 FIFA World Cup

2 Winter Olympic Games

MOVEMENT +40.6% pts

MOVEMENT +35.2% pts

It’s no surprise that, in the year that it is held, one of the world’s biggest
sporting events makes it to top spot. What is a surprise is that it had fallen so
low in the first place. Perhaps its reputation is on the mend.

Despite it being Team GB’s less successful version of the Olympics, the
Winter Games still attract plenty of attention. Reaching 19th in the medal
table – for the second Games running, with a record-equalling haul of five –
will certainly have helped.

PREVIOUS RANKINGS

PREVIOUS RANKINGS

56 2017

50 2016

60 2015

52 2014

55 2017

54 2016

48 2015

3 2014

9 2013

3 Wimbledon Championships
MOVEMENT -5.4% pts

Competing against some mega-events, it’s no surprise to see Wimbledon
falling a little in the rankings. The fact that its Buzz held up so well in the face
of direct competition from the FIFA World Cup is testament to the property’s
strength.
PREVIOUS RANKINGS

1 2017

2 2016

1 2015

2 2014

1 2013

4 England National Football Team
MOVEMENT +26.7% pts

Following years of disappointing tournament performances, it is no surprise
to the see England Football Team ride a wave of Buzz following this
summer’s World Cup. But can they keep it up?
PREVIOUS RANKINGS

35 2017

19 2016

32 2015

47 2014
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... LEADING THE BOARD
5 Commonwealth Games

8 The Ryder Cup

MOVEMENT +23.8% pts

MOVEMENT +16.5% pts

Despite a challenging time difference, the Commonwealth Games narrative
continues to strike a chord with British audiences. With England coming
second in the medal table. Scotland and Northern Ireland enjoying their best
overseas games, and Wales their best ever, there was plenty to cheer about.

One of the world’s most famous golf tournaments delivers again, giving golf
fans and the public alike a chance to re-connect with the sport in this unique
format.

PREVIOUS RANKINGS

PREVIOUS RANKINGS

36 2017

41 2016

54 2015

1 2014

10 2013

6 Six Nations Rugby Championships

4 2016

3 2015

34 2015

4 2014

20 2013

MOVEMENT -0.9% pts

Another annual event feeling the squeeze from less regular interlopers, the
Six Nations does well to hang on to one of our top spots.
2 2017

25 2016

9 England Test Cricket Team

MOVEMENT -2.6% pts

PREVIOUS RANKINGS

52 2017

5 2014

4 2013

With an Ashes whitewash and wins against India and Sri Lanka, it was a year
of highs and lows for the England Test side but it still does enough to retain a
place in our top ten most positively talked about properties.
PREVIOUS RANKINGS

7 Tour de France
MOVEMENT +21.2% pts

5 2017

8 2016

5 2015

13 2014

5 2013

10 Formula 1 British Grand Prix

The Tour consolidates its recent revelatory performances. It moves down
the rankings this year yet scores more highly than last. It looks like the Tour
is here to stay – at least as long as British cyclists keep winning it. But that’s
something that may be in threat following Sky’s decision to remove its
commercial support for a team.

A great year for the British Grand Prix, partially thanks to a thrilling race in
which Lewis Hamilton drove into second place from the back of the pack. It
climbs into our top ten for the first time since 2014.

PREVIOUS RANKINGS

PREVIOUS RANKINGS

4 2017

5 2016

58 2015

NA 2014

NA 2013

MOVEMENT +3.2% pts

14 2017

11 2016

11 2015

7 2014

18 2013
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MOVERS AND
IMPROVERS
Annual and seasonal events only
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BIGGEST IMPROVERS

Because our Buzz Report spans a full year
– 365 days of data – properties experience
ups and downs in their scores –particularly
in years when major events are taking
place.
But let’s take a look at who the biggest movers are when
you exclude those events which take place once every
two or four years. Which annual or seasonal events
made the biggest improvements?

POLE POS IT IO N
Our biggest annual and seasonal improver this year is
the British Grand Prix. Up more than three points and
four ranking places, 2018’s race was a classic, with British
favourite Lewis Hamilton in pole position before a collision
forced him into last. From there he picked his way back into
second.
The race will also have reaped some of the benefits of new F1
ownership – including a more open social strategy designed
to embrace younger viewers and the beefing up of the
paying-fan experience.
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... BIGGEST IMPROVERS
FOOTBALL KICKS O N
TO P 5 B I G G E S T I M PROV E RS

Both the UEFA Champions League and
the English Football League (EFL) Cup
make improvements this year. This will
partly be driven by the chatter created
by the World Cup as more people take
an interest in the sport. But in the EFL
Cup’s case, a stimulating partnership with
energy drink Carabao raised its profile,
and a stirring run by Championship side
Bristol City maintained interest.

3.2
2.3
1.5
1.1

0.9

SPIN CYCLE
Despite controversy involving 2017 winner Chris Froome, the
Tour de France continued its remarkable run in our Buzz rankings.
In 2015 – based on 2014 data, when no Brit won the race – the Tour
languished towards the bottom of our rankings. Since then, it has
been a very different story. And while this year, the Tour has fallen
three places in our rankings, it has made an improvement in its
Buzz score.
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MEGA-EVENTS
MEGA TRENDS

Our SportsIndex UK Buzz Report
has now been around long enough
to track all the big non-annual and
-seasonal events at least once in
their competitive year.
So we thought we’d take the opportunity in
this sixth edition to show you how they have
performed relative to each other over that
period.

PEAK BU Z Z OV ER LAS T FO U R Y E A RS
52.9
42.5

42.1

37.7

35.9

30.3

25.1

19.1

14.2

7.3

As you can see our data shows up a couple of surprises.
Most notably, it’s the Commonwealth Games that records our
highest peak Buzz score since we began publishing this report.
Another surprise to recent readers may be the success of the
FIFA World Cup here, Without England’s success last summer, the
property would be at the bottom end of this particular chart.
What’s not a surprise is to see Buzz around these events peak in
the years in which they take place – and then fall away in off-years.
Of course a sample size of one or two cycles of these types of
event isn’t indicative of anything except the performance of that
property in that particular cycle – for example, the Commonwealth
Games in Glasgow scored twice as highly as its Gold Coast
equivalent to record the peak above. But nevertheless, it is
interesting to see how closely matched for Buzz recent quadrennial
events have been.
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... MEGA-EVENTS MEGA TRENDS
We also thought we’d take a look at what average scores look like
over the past four years for each event – now that each of them has
taken place over that period.

PEA K B U ZZ FOUR Y E A R AV ERAGE
15.3

13.1

11.6

10.9

10.1

8.7

8.4

8.2

5.4

5.1

As we’ve noted in previous reports, the Paralympics does best at
maintaining its score outside of event years, making it the best
performer over a four-year cycle. It’s no surprise seeing the Winter
and Summer Olympics perform so well, given the high scores
they receive in event years, but it is, perhaps somewhat more
noteworthy that the Rugby World Cup performs next best.
For sponsors, there’s utility in investing in a quadrennial or biennial
which maintains profile even in off-years and the Paralympics and
the Rugby World Cup look like real value in this respect.
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FREE-TO-AIR TV v SUBSCRIPTION TV
RANK
2018

FREE-TO-AIR TV

1

FIFA World Cup

2

Winter Olympic Games

3

Wimbledon Championships

4

England National Football Team

5

Commonwealth Games

6

Six Nations Rugby Championship

7

Tour de France

SUBSCRIPTION TV

Of the three sports events which are broadcast live on subscription
TV, it is arguable that at least two (the Tour de France and test
cricket) are more favourably consumed by fans in highlights form –
and highlights packages for both of these properties are broadcast
on free-to-air television.

Tour de France

8

The Ryder Cup

9

England Test Cricket

10

Formula 1 British Grand Prix

NOTE ON DATES
2019 ANNUAL BUZZ REPORT

1 Jan - 31 Dec 2018

It’s interesting to note that seven of the
properties in our top ten are broadcast live
on free-to-air television channels.

Whether the relationship between Buzz and free-to-air television
is simply a correlation or it is causal, there can be little doubt
that rights-holders who choose (or are forced by legislation) to
broadcast on free-to-air television, are more likely to enjoy a
bigger Buzz.
Although almost all of these properties could also be watched
online, no property aired exclusively through over-the-top (OTT)
media has yet broken into our top ten. Is this set to change as OTT
players muscle in to the UK market? Who knows – but our OTT
White Paper, due out in the spring, will tell you more.
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SUMMARY BY SPORT
Buzz analysis by sporting category –
exclusively annual and seasonal events
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ATHLETICS
After last year’s high for a UK-based event, it’s back to earth for the IAAF
World Athletics Championships in its off-year.
Continuing debate around Russia’s eligibility to compete had somewhat
taken the shine off athletics events in general for the public. They were
suspended for the European Athletics Championships in Berlin but the event
nevertheless makes a strong comeback from a low score of 1.6 the last time
it took place in 2016.
The European Athletics Championships will also have benefited from being
part of the newly-launched European Championships with sports including
swimming, cycling, gymnastics and rowing. The Championships were cohosted by Glasgow.
Team GB now looks to a new generation to follow in the footsteps of Farah,
Rutherford and Ennis for next year’s World Championships.
RANKINGS
2018 2017

EVENT

PEAK
BUZZ
2018

PEAK
BUZZ
2017

CHANGE
-/+ %
POINTS

10.2

3.8

+6.6

1.8

14.2

-12.4

16

38

European Athletics Championships

53

6

IAAF World Athletics Championships
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CRICKET
A tough year in the rankings for the cricketing properties we follow masks
relatively static points performances. Despite losing only 3.3% between
them, our cricketing properties fall 14 places.
Only England’s T20 team rise in the rankings (a single place), and more
because other properties around it lose ground. The team won four of its five
fixtures, with highlights coming with home wins against Australia and India in
the summer – although it lost the series against the latter 2-1.
The Test side is, perhaps, unlucky to find itself sliding four places down the
table – but things could have been so different given an Ashes win Down
Under at the turn of the calendar year. A comprehensive win over India in
the summer; discussion around Ben Stokes’ exclusion from squads during
criminal proceedings; and a fairy-tale farewell century for talisman captain,
Alistair Cook, eventually drove the side to a respectable level of Buzz by
September, however.
RANKINGS
2018 2017

EVENT

PEAK
BUZZ
2018

PEAK
BUZZ
2017

CHANGE
-/+ %
POINTS

9

5

England Test Cricket

15.6

16.5

-0.9

18

19

England T20 Cricket

8.9

9.6

-0.7

38

27

Cricket World Cup

3.5

5.2

-1.7

Interestingly, it looks like the Buzz around the side also took an impact from
the Australian ball tampering scandal, showing that, in sport, you don’t have
to be involved in starting a fire to be burned by it.
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CYCLING
The Tour de France may have dropped three places in our rankings, but it’s
not through a lack of Buzz – its score increased compared to last year.

The Tour de France may
well be breaking Buzz
records in the UK but it
still has some way to go
to rival the excitement
the property generates
over the Channel. As you’d
expect, there’s plenty of
Buzz in France about the
event but it’s the Spanish
who get most excited
about Le Tour.

RANKINGS
2018 2017

‘Le Grand Boucle’ is benefiting from British success. Six wins by British riders
in the past seven years have been broken only by Italian Vincenzo Nibali in
2014. And while that may make riders from winning team, Sky, unpopular in
France, it makes the Tour a stand-out property in our UK rankings. It beats
every other foreign domestic property hands down, scoring nearly ten points
more than its nearest rival – tennis’s Australian Open.

TOUR DE FRANCE | PEAK BUZZ SCORES

40.3

34.4
21.2

6.2

PEAK
BUZZ
2018

EVENT

17.8

PEAK
BUZZ
2017

CHANGE
-/+ %
POINTS

Tour de France

21.2

20.1

+1.1

22

Tour of Britain

7.9

7.5

+0.4

34

Ride London

2.9

4.3

-1.4

7

4

21
44

Tour organisers are considering further rule changes to make the event
more competitive – and they, as well as the end of Sky’s support for a cycling
team, could presage the end of British dominance. But in the meantime, the
sky’s the limit for the property in the UK.
The Tour of Britain has also benefited from British success in France. This
eight-stage race delivered a number of names, both British and foreign,
familiar even to casual Tour de France watchers and saw both its ranking
and its score increase in 2018. There is no doubt that this is a property on an
upwards trajectory.
Ride London saw a fall in score and ranking for 2018 but it won’t have
been helped by its calendar proximity to the FIFA World Cup, whose noise
drowned out a lot of chatter this year.
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FOOTBALL
In the main, the story of football Buzz for 2018 is that it’s been a bumper year
for international and European football – at the expense of many domestic
properties.

RANKINGS
2018 2017

PEAK
BUZZ
2018

EVENT

PEAK
BUZZ
2017

CHANGE
-/+ %
POINTS

1

56

FIFA World Cup

42.5

1.9

+40.6

4

35

England National Football Team

30.7

4.0

+26.7

11

7

The FA Cup

12.3

14.0

-1.7

12

17

UEFA Champions League

12.1

9.8

+2.3

13

12

English Premier League

11.9

11.2

+0.7

28

21

English Football League

4.8

8.0

-3.2

29

48

EFL Cup

4.8

3.3

+1.5

37

37

FA Women’s Super League

3.6

4.0

-0.4

40

43

Scottish Premiership

3.5

3.6

-0.1

42

39

EFL Trophy

3.0

3.8

-0.7

47

51

The Scottish FA Cup

2.4

2.9

-0.5

This makes sense –there are only so many things journalists can write about
and only so many properties that people can read about. And, as you can
see from our table here, if you are a football fans the number of properties
for you to follow is somewhat bewildering. But let’s look at some of the
highlights.
For the FIFA World Cup and the England National Team, there were dizzying
returns to form, with the former scoring above two points for the first time
since we began tracking it in 2015.
For the England National Team, whom we’ve been tracking since 2014, the
2018 Buzz score (30.7) represents a new high. The previous highest was 9.4.
Much of this rise can be put down to the team’s success at the World Cup
but in fact the side was already approaching that score before they’d kicked
a ball in anger – something which can be attributed to the goodwill this
young squad attracted.
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... FOOTBALL
Our third-ranked football property, the FA Cup, slips out of the top ten,
joining the Premier League and the English Football League in recording a
fall in ranking – all squeezed by our quadrennial and biennial properties this
year.

ENGLAND NATIONAL FOOTBALL TEAM | BUZZ

UEFA’s Champions League defies that domestic trend, however, climbing
five places thanks to a points increase of 2.3 over 2017. But it does so
thanks to a domestic participant – Liverpool – reaching the final in Kiev. Had
Liverpool won, we could have seen the Champions League break into the
top ten for the first time. As it is, this represents the property’s highest ranking
since we began publishing our SportsIndex Buzz Report in 2014, using data
from 2013.

20 JUNE 2018

England’s first game

The EFL Cup is one notable exception to the rule of domestic football losing
out to the international game. Its sponsorship by the energy drink – and the
brand’s activation – have provoked plenty of discussion among football fans.
As we note earlier, its profile was also helped by the romance of Bristol City’s
run into the semi-finals.
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There’s often a lot of
hyperbole about the
popularity of English
football but when it
comes to the FA Cup,
it is no exaggeration to
say that the property
has a strong following
around the world – as
evidenced by this chart.

FA CUP | PEAK BUZZ SCORES
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... FOOTBALL
We track the FIFA World Cup in every market SportsIndex
operates in but few territories could get close to the Buzz
generated for the property in the UK. Here’s a chart of
Buzz peaking in a selection of key territories.
FIFA WORLD CUP | BUZZ IN KEY MARKETS
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GOLF
It’s been a satisfying year for golf, with all but one of the properties we track
in the UK recording increases in score and ranking – with the exception
being a US property.
The Open has been on the trail of the Masters for a couple of years now and
organisers will be pleased to see it finally overtake its competitor in 2018 –
even though it remains nip and tuck at the 18th.
The Open’s Buzz score will have been helped by the re-appearance of Tiger
Woods, who played at the tournament for the first time since 2015. It’s also
possible that it enjoyed a bump in interest thanks to a European-hosted
Ryder Cup.
The Scottish Open, which precedes The Open Championship, also had a
good year, despite high profile drop-outs close to the event and, with the
PGA Championship, makes up our clean sweep of improvers this year.

RANKINGS
2018 2017

EVENT

PEAK
BUZZ
2018

PEAK
BUZZ
2017

CHANGE
-/+ %
POINTS

19.1

2.6

+16.5

8

52

Ryder Cup

19

20

The Open Championship

8.9

8.1

+0.8

20

18

The Masters (US)

8.3

9.7

-1.4

31

47

Scottish Open

4.3

3.4

+0.9

55

60

PGA Championship

1.8

1.2

+0.6

The US Masters is the odd one out, enduring a slight drop in its Buzz
score this year, despite a thrilling last round where winner Patrick Reed
was doggedly chased by the pack, with average last round scores setting
records for golfing efficiency. Yet it still wasn’t enough to distract more British
sports fans. With Sky securing just a one-year deal for the rights, it remains
to be seen how those in charge at Augusta National may respond for 2019.
The Ryder Cup, of course, is in a league of its own. As we wrote in the run-up
to the event, a win for Europe always delivers significant interest in the event,
attracting lots of people who wouldn’t normally watch golf. And a win was
duly delivered – propelling the property into the top ten with a 16.5 point
bump. The tournament remains a fixture on Sky TV, as it has done since
1995, but it seems to have done it no harm. The property overtakes staples
such as the British Grand Prix, the FA Cup and the Premier League.
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HORSERACING
This time last year, we were giving British horseracing a pat on its back for
some canny marketing and a new broadcast deal, delivering across the
board increases in Buzz scores for the properties we track.
This year has been tougher and demonstrates how competitive the British
sports market has become.
Although its deal with ITV and its Great British Racing marketing campaign
remain in place, only Glorious Goodwood has delivered an increase in
its Buzz score. That’s despite a small uptick in the numbers that watched
racing’s showpiece event – the Grand National – and the best viewing figures
in more than a decade for the remaining days of the Aintree meeting.

RANKINGS
2018 2017

EVENT

PEAK
BUZZ
2018

PEAK
BUZZ
2017

CHANGE
-/+ %
POINTS

22

15

Cheltenham Gold Cup

6.9

10.4

-3.5

23

11

Grand National

6.3

11.3

-5.0

24

23

Royal Ascot

5.7

7.4

-2.7

33

32

Epsom Derby

3.8

4.4

-0.6

34

50

Glorious Goodwood

3.8

3.1

+0.7

Glorious Goodwood – or the Qatar Goodwood Festival to give it its proper
title - remains an interesting outlier here. Goodwood’s series of events
– Glorious, Revival, and Festival of Speed – are marketed creatively and
coherently as a whole under the Goodwood banner. This gives the event an
appeal that perhaps racing-only venues may struggle to match. Certainly,
Glorious Goodwood is now catching up with previously better known
meetings.
Also of note among our horseracing rankings is the Gold Cup’s movement
into first place. Like the Grand National, it too lost Buzz points this year,
despite it being its 90th birthday, but not at the same rate as the Aintree
race. By dint of that, the Cheltenham Gold Cup overtakes the Grand National
for the first time since 2016.
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MOTORSPORTS
A vintage race delivered a vintage score for the British Grand Prix in 2018.
A fightback worthy of a Hollywood hero pushed Lewis Hamilton from last to
second-place and there’s no doubt that the narrative helped to propel the
British Grand Prix into our top ten – for the first time since 2014.
We mention in our horse-racing section how marketing of the Goodwood
collection of events has helped to drive brand awareness for the Glorious
Goodwood – and that’s the case for its motor racing events too. Both its
Festival of Speed and Revival events record small increases in score in 2018
but they are enough to push the events up a cumulative 16 places in our
ranking.

RANKINGS
2018 2017

EVENT

PEAK
BUZZ
2018

PEAK
BUZZ
2017

CHANGE
-/+ %
POINTS

13.8

10.6

+3.2

10

14

Formula 1 British Grand Prix

27

30

Goodwood Festival of Speed

5.2

4.9

+0.3

36

49

Goodwood Revival

3.7

3.2

+0.5

45

40

FIA Formula E

2.9

3.7

-0.8

There was the excitement of a fourth champion in four seasons in Formula E,
whose average Buzz score for the year improved upon its 2017 record. JeanEric Vergne wrapped up the series with a race to spare, however, which
means it sees a slight decline in its peak Buzz score for this report. But with
some exciting changes afoot for the 2018/19 season, including the entry of
former Formula 1 driver, Felipe Massa, 2019 promises improvement.
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RUGBY UNION
Rugby feels the quadrennial and biennial squeeze more than most this year,
with none of its properties recording increases in Buzz score (although the
Champions Cup does climb five spots in the overall ranking, thanks to a
slower slide than those around it).
Rugby’s events continue to attract good attendances – last season it
recorded its second largest attendance figures and its highest live TV
audience – but in 2018 the sport, like others, has struggled to break through
the noise created by quadrennials.
In fact, it can be argued that there has never been a better time for fans to
engage in domestic rugby. Last season saw records set for both the most
tries scored and most points scored in the Premiership. But football certainly
has a smothering influence over winter sport and that is evident here.
RANKINGS
2018 2017

EVENT

PEAK
BUZZ
2018

PEAK
BUZZ
2017

CHANGE
-/+ %
POINTS

6

2

Six Nations Rugby

25.4

28.0

-2.6

26

25

Rugby World Cup

5.4

7.0

-1.6

30

29

Premiership Rugby

4.3

5.1

-0.8

41

46

European Rugby – Champions Cup

3.2

3.4

-0.2

43

3

British and Irish Lions Tour

2.9

22.5

-19.6

46

44

World Rugby Sevens Series

2.8

3.6

-0.8

Last year’s report saw the Six Nations tournament achieve a record ranking
–second place, partly thanks to an England win – which alongside the profile
of the Lions Tour made 2017 a great year for the sport. But with no tour in
2018 (and that property slipping from third to 43rd as a result), and the Six
Nations slipping four places, our top ten looks a less impressive place for
the sport than it did last year. However, with a new sponsor in the shape of
Guinness on board – themselves no slouches at marketing – we’d back the
Six Nations to bounce back strongly in 2019.
A six-year title deal with the tournament will also allow name recognition to
build up again among casual fans, following a single-year deal with NatWest.
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... RUGBY UNION
With the Rugby World Cup less than a year away, it’s interesting to
see how Buzz is shaping up across the world in a selection of key
markets. Since the FIFA World Cup ended, Buzz has been highest in
Japan (the 2019 host) but excitement is even gathering in China.

Another noteworthy statistic here is the continued higher Buzz for the
Rugby World Cup than for Premiership Rugby. In fact, that has been the
case in every year except the first year of our Buzz Reports. World Rugby
does a good job of maintaining the conversation around the tournament
in off-years, with qualification and draws providing opportunities to sustain
excitement.

RUGBY WORLD CUP | PEAK BUZZ SCORES SINCE 1 SEPTEMBER 2018
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And with many events falling out of the sporting calendar next year (there
will be no Commonwealth or Olympic Games, Ryder Cup or FIFA World Cup),
we forecast that, subject to home nation performance this year is a blip.
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TENNIS
Although the old guard of Federer, Djokovic and Nadal remain competitive,
the absence through injury of Andy Murray across much of tennis’s calendar
means the sport didn’t break through with UK audiences in 2018 as it has in
previous years.
On top of that, the FIFA World Cup overlapped with Wimbledon and would
have taken some of the attention from the French Open which concluded
just four days before the football began, when the UK (or England at least)
was beginning to switch to full-on World Cup mode.
RANKINGS
2018 2017

EVENT

PEAK
BUZZ
2018

PEAK
BUZZ
2017

CHANGE
-/+ %
POINTS

3

1

Wimbledon Championships

31.2

36.6

-5.4

14

8

Australian Open

11.5

13.2

-1.7

15

16

Queen’s Championship

10.4

10.3

+0.1

17

13

French Open

9.6

10.9

-1.3

48

45

ITF Davis Cup

2.3

3.4

-1.1

49

26

US Open

2.2

6.1

-3.9

51

41

ATP World Tour Finals

1.9

3.6

-1.7

56

57

WTA Finals

1.5

1.8

-0.3

For non-domestic properties, in tennis and other sports, it’s not really
possible to overstate the importance of having a strong UK interest (see
the Tour de France in our cycling section for a case in point). And while Kyle
Edmund, Johanna Konta and Heather Watson have flown the flag for the UK,
they are yet to achieve the public engagement that Murray found.
The effect we are seeing in the UK this year is a reflection of that – because
in other countries where we track events, they have enjoyed successful
years. The US Open is a case in point here – with the only UK representative
in the singles going out in the second round, the tournament falls 23 places.
That said, it’s important to note that Wimbledon continues to be a golden
property in the UK. In the face of stiff competition from the big quadrennials
and biennials, the tournament retains its place in the top five and is the
highest placed domestic property. And amongst others of our 16 metrics Quality and Consideration for example – the tournament continued to be a
champion in 2018.
Even without a strong British interest, people can’t stop talking about SW19.
It really is the gold standard as far as sports events go.
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MULTI-SPORT
It’s no surprise to see a couple of big climbers in our multi-sport section
– and no coincidence that they are events that took place in 2018.
What may be a surprise to casual observers is the high that the Winter
Olympics achieves. In the previous section, we wrote about the importance
of having a realistic British hope to drive interest in a foreign property. But
the Winter Olympic Games are the exception that rule.
While five medals is a creditable (and record-equalling) haul for Team GB, its
19th place in the medal table shows that in many disciplines, British athletes
weren’t in the mix. And yet still British people couldn’t help but chatter about
the Games.

RANKINGS
2018 2017

EVENT

PEAK
BUZZ
2018

PEAK
BUZZ
2017

CHANGE
-/+ %
POINTS

2

55

Winter Olympic Games

37.6

2.2

+35.4

5

36

Commonwealth Games

27.8

5.0

+22.8

25

9

Summer Paralympic Games

5.4

12.8

-7.4

39

33

Summer Olympic Games

3.5

4.3

-0.8

There are a number of factors at play, here. The quality and depth of the
coverage, the broad appeal of the Olympic disciplines – from biathlon to
curling, the rich array of athlete stories on offer, and not least the sense of
magic which any Olympic Games conjures thanks to its enormous brand
equity.
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... MULTI-SPORT
The Commonwealth Games weren’t just a success in the UK. Our
SportsIndex service tracks the property in a range of markets and in
the property’s 2018 host country, Australia, the Games come top of
the rankings for average Buzz across the year.
COMMONWEALTH GAMES | PEAK BUZZ SCORES IN AUSTRALIA

Commonwealth Games #1
Australian Football League (AFL) #2
La Liga #3
English Premier League (EPL) #4
Winter Olympic Games #5

22.6

A few points behind (9.8 to be precise) comes another quadrennial – the
Commonwealth Games. Home nation teams did rather better in the medal
count here but the time difference made for a difficult job for broadcasters
(and dedicated fans).
But the Commonwealth Games still created an enormous amount of Buzz,
reaching fifth place in our ranking. This isn’t the best performance ever for
the property – the Glasgow Games take that honour – but it’s still a great
showing given that many of the athletes involved – UK or overseas – aren’t
household names. In terms of value in the sponsorship market, there’s
probably few better than the Commonwealths.

18.4
17.6
16.9
15.6
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OTHER SPORTS
Our last section is the best of the rest – and, as usual, these leagues and
events make up the great panoply of British interest in sport.
Because many of these leagues and events are in the tail of properties which
we track – and therefore have lower scores than the mega-events – it means
that small increases and decreases in scores each year can make differences.
RANKINGS
2018 2017

EVENT

PEAK
BUZZ
2018

PEAK
BUZZ
2017

CHANGE
-/+ %
POINTS

32

28

NFL American Football

3.9

5.2

-1.3

35

42

Super League Rugby

3.7

3.6

+0.1

50

54

WWE

2.0

2.4

-0.4

52

53

International Triathlon World Cup

1.9

2.4

-0.5

54

59

NBA Basketball

1.8

1.4

+0.4

57

58

Ultimate Fighting Championship

1.3

1.5

-0.2

58

#

America’s Cup, sailing

1.0

4.8

-3.8

For the three American properties here, 2018 was a mixed year. Small gains
for the NBA contrast with small drops for NFL, WWE and UFC. Overall, the
NFL is the ‘best of the rest’ and its London series of games were sell-outs
yet again (and are likely to be so in 2019, too).

NBA | PEAK BUZZ SCORES

22.7

11.2

9.8
1.8

China

US

Australia

UK

It’s a no-brainer that
the NBA is hugely
popular in the States.
But it may surprise
you to learn that the
competition created
higher peak Buzz in
China this year, with
Australia too, giving
the US a run for its
money.
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As ever, the full picture around
a property is painted by a range
of metrics, rather than just
one, which can only describe a
single facet – however useful
and interesting that may be.
That’s why, when our clients
subscribe to our SportsIndex
service, they get access to
16 metrics, tracked daily.

NEXT STEPS
If you’d like to find
out more, just
give us a call.
Or click here to
complete our
online form.
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